Mystery

Balliett, Blue. *Chasing Vermeer*. Outsiders Petra and Calder become friends while piecing together clues in pursuit of a missing masterpiece.

Barrett, Tracy. *The Sherlock Files* (series). With the unsolved casebook of their famous ancestor in hand, modern American siblings Xena and Xander Holmes jump into cracking crimes.

Beauvais, Clémentine. *Sleuth on Skates*. Living at Cambridge University with her professor parents, Sophie puts her smarts and sassiness to use when a student disappears.

Beil, Michael D. *Lantern Sam and the Blue Streak Bandits*. During a 1938 train trip, Henry steps into an adventure involving a kidnapped girl, a costly necklace, and a crime-solving cat.

Gibbs, Stuart. *Space Case*. There may only be a handful of people living on Moon Base Alpha, but when a suspicious death occurs, 12-year-old Dash finds himself with a long list of suspects.

Grabenstein, Chris. *Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library*. Kyle must use his puzzle-solving and game-playing skills to win a contest during an overnight stay at the public library.


Scroggs, Kirk. *Snoop Troop* (series). Zany drawings and snappy text tell how two young private eyes—a mystery-loving girl a mustache-sporting boy—crack oddball cases.

Snicket, Lemony. *All the Wrong Questions* (series). Serving as apprentice to a shadowy organization, a young Snicket investigates twist-turning crimes in the peculiar town of Stain’d-by-the-Sea.


Turnage, Sheila. *Three Times Lucky*. Found as a baby and raised by two loving though quirky residents of a tiny town, Mo LoBeau is determined to solve a local crime and track down her birth mother. Followed by *The Ghosts of Tupelo Landing*.


Wells, Marcia. *Eddie Red Undercover: Mystery on Museum Mile*. Edmund’s amazing drawing skills and photographic memory earn him a covert job with the NYPD…and place him in danger.

Books You Might Also Like:

- Adler, David A. *Cam Jansen* (series)
- Barnett, Mac. *The Brixton Brothers* (series)
- Butler, Dori Hillestad. *The Buddy Files* (series)
- Dixon, Franklin W. *Hardy Boys* (series)
- Hale, Bruce. *Chet Gecko* (series)
- Keene, Carolyn. *Nancy Drew* (series)
- Raskin, Ellen. *The Westing Game*
- Roy, Ron. *A to Z Mysteries* (series)
- Sobol, Donald J. *Encyclopedia Brown* (series)
- Warner, Gertrude C. *Boxcar Children* (series)

All books located in J-Fiction